The insulin receptor.
Cells are endowed with specific cognitive molecules that function as receptors for hormones, neurotransmitters, and other intercellular messengers. The receptor molecules may be present in the plasma membrane, cytoplasm, or nucleus. When occupied by the messenger, the receptor is coupled to the cellular machinery that responds to the message-bearing molecules. For some hormones the events following attachment of the messenger to the receptor are well known. An example is the generation of cAMP after combination of glucagon with its receptor and the series of steps culminating in activation of phosphorylase. In the case of many other messengers, including insulin, the nature of these coupling steps is not known. Receptors are subject to the regulatory processes of synthesis, degradation, and conformational change; alterations in receptor properties may have significant effects on the qualitative and quantitative responses of the cell to the extracellular messenger. The insulin receptor is located in the plasma membrane, is composed of two pairs of subunits, and has a molecular weight of about 350,000. It is located in cells such as adipocytes, hepatocytes, and skeletal muscle cells as well as in cells not considered to be typical target organ cells. Insulin receptors in nonfetal cells are downregulated by exposure of the cells to high concentrations of insulin. Other factors that regulate insulin binding include muscular exercise, diet, thyroid hormones, glucocorticoids, androgens, estrogens, and cyclic nucleotides. The fetus has high concentrations of insulin receptors in several tissues. These begin to appear early in fetal life and may outnumber those found in adult tissues. Fetal insulin receptors are unusual in that they may not undergo downregulation but may experience the opposite when exposed to insulin in high concentrations. Thus the offspring of a mother with poorly controlled diabetes may be placed in double jeopardy by fetal hyperinsulinemia and augmented insulin binding by the receptors. Many disorders in children and adults are associated with changes in the properties of the insulin receptor. In general, the alterations have been measured in receptor-bearing cells that are readily accessible, such as circulating monocytes and erythrocytes. The receptors on these cells generally reflect the status of receptors on the major target organs of insulin, although exceptions are known, and conclusions drawn from studies of receptors on circulating cells must be made with caution.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)